The structure and electrical characteristics of a dielectric resonator (abbreviated as DR hereafter) loaded plasmonic waveguide with controllable bandwidth are investigated in the present research. By loading the high permittivity dielectric medium on a spoof surface plasmonic waveguide, the working bandwidth of the filtering structure can be regulated flexibly due to the resonant effect of the loaded cylindrical DR. The DR is home-made and possesses the permittivity of 25.66, tanδ of 5.3 × 10 −5 and stable temperature coefficient of −6.3 ppm/ • C in microwave region. After the DR is loaded, the filtering structure can form the transmission zero on the edge of the pass band, regulating the bandwidth as well as increasing the out-of-band rejection. By controlling the height between the loaded DR and the substrate, or adjusting the inter-distance between the DRs, the relative bandwidth of the filtering structure can be effectively tailored.
I. INTRODUCTION
The surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) is a kind of surface electromagnetic wave, which propagates along the interface between metal and dielectric. Its amplitude decays exponentially in the direction vertical to the interface due to the negative permittivity of the metal, however, on the interface, it possesses the capability of transforming the traditional Sommerfeld or Zenneck surface waves into highly confined electromagnetic waves within a subwavelength region [1] . This feature provides favorable conditions to overcome the diffraction limit, and thus, SPPs have been proposed potential applications for super-resolution imaging [2] , [3] , electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [4] , energy harvesting [5] and SPP power divider circuits [6] . However, natural SPPs effect can only work at optical frequency since the intrinsic electron oscillation in a metal is usually located beyond the infrared band. While at much lower band, such as in the microwave or terahertz frequency bands, deep
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Haiwen Liu . sub-wavelength effect like SPPs cannot be realized because the metal behave analogously to perfect electrical conductors (PECs), with large imaginary and negative real part of the permittivity, disabling the internal plasmonic oscillations. Thus, considerable efforts have been continuously devoted to extend analogical SPPs to low frequency ranges. Until in 2004, professor Pendry et al. put forward a device by drilling patterned periodic subwavelength structures on metals, which can emulate the features of natural SPPs without penetrating into metals, designating as spoof SPPs [7] . The spoof SPPs (abbreviated as SSPPs hereafter) device can also produce deep sub-wavelengt effect and have similar dispersion relations and field distributions with nature SPPs but in much lower frequency band. Thus it can be employed to fabricate novel microwave compact devices [8] .
Nevertheless, the dispersion properties of SSPPs are primarily controlled by the artificial structures instead of dielelctric properties in metals, which provides extended flexibility in engineering the plasmonic devices [9] - [11] . This fascinating flexibility has aroused tremendous research enthusiasm to design and fabricate various kinds of SSPPs VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ devices to demonstrate novel physical mechanisms as well as excellent electric properties in microwave and terahertz bands [12] - [18] . For example, negative refraction devices, waveguides with negative group velocity, subwavelength focusing and biosensing, as well as invisibility cloaking have been developed in succession. Compared to traditional microwave devices, SSPPs devices possess lower bending losses in routing waveguides, finer resolution beyond the diffraction limit and higher sensitivity in bio-chemical detection.
More importantly, SSPPs waveguide structures possess better resistibility to electromagnetic interference due to subwavelength confining, which, together with ultrathin planar structure [19] , [20] , is significant advantageous for large scale microwave integrated circuits, where better cross-talking suppressing is extremely important for signal integrity [21] , [22] . However, in most previous studies, SSPPs waveguides are mainly composed of corrugated transmission line (abbreviated as TL) [23] - [26] or polarization-selective magnetic and eclectic resonators, such as split-ring resonators and thin wires arrays [27] . It is noticed that most of them are made of metals, which is easily introducing serious propagating loss, or low quality factor, when they are utilized in relative high frequency region such as terahertz band. Therefore, it is necessary to design and fabricate new approaches of high quality factor resonators in these high frequency ranges. A dielectric rod resonator can work both in TE and TM modes, which can be utilized to substitute traditional metal split-ring resonators and thin wires [28] . Meanwhile, dielectric materials possess high quality factor as well as high permittivity, which can not only significantly miniaturize the volume of microwave devices but improve their Q value compared with metal resonators and waveguides.
Based on the above technology background, in the present paper, a novel kind of SSPPs waveguide loaded with DRs is designed and investigated. The SSPPs are generated by artificial circle-shaped slots with periodical arrangement, which can improve the sub-wavelength confinement effect in microwave band and generate a high frequency band suppression. And we put forward a DR loaded method, which is capable of controlling the high frequency band edge, providing excellent filtering properties. The proposed DR loaded SSPPs waveguide with adjustable properties can be suitable for the requirements of the next generation microwave communication.
II. DESIGN PRINCIPLE
A DR loaded plasmonic filter with adjustable bandwidth in microwave frequency range is designed. The filter consists of SSPPs waveguide as the TL together with a pair of DRs loaded on it. The first part of the TL is the coplanar waveguide with the length of l 1 , realizing the input and the output of the microwave signal.
The second part is the transition waveguide for electromagnetic mode conversion with the length of l 2 . From the point of view of mode conversion, there are difficulties in transmitting microwave signals from coplanar TL to SSPPs waveguide due to the mismatch of momentum and impedance. Thus, the development of the new artificial surface plasmonic structure to connect with the traditional coplanar TL with smooth conversion and lossless properties have important practical significance. In this design, a gradually corrugated structure is utilized to smoothly convert the quasi TEM mode in coplanar waveguide into the SSPPs mode. The SSPPs structure composed of periodically arranged circle-shaped slots can enhance the confinement effect of microwave subwavelength so as to improve the stop-band characteristics. By adjusting the geometrical dimensions of the circle slot structure, we can precisely control the bandwidth and suppression characteristics of the filter.
Additionally, we mirrorly load a pair of dielectric disks in the middle of the SSPPs waveguide, whose shape is similar with the circle-shaped slots in the waveguide to keep the EM modes conformal. The dielectric disks are home-made microwave ceramic, which are composed of Ca[(Li 1/3 Nb 2/3 ) 0.8 Sn 0.2 ]O 3−δ + 0.05molTiO 2 chemical formula with the permittivity of 25.66 and the tanδ of 5.3×10 −5 in microwave region.
The X-ray and scanning electron microscope detection illustrates it is an orthorhombic perovskite with single phase structure, as exhibited in Fig. 1(a) . The dielectric disk can be viewed as a dielectric resonator, which provides a transmission zero in the pass band of the SSPPs filter. The resonant mode and subsequently the transmission zero can be precisely and flexibly controlled through the geometry size and relative position of the DR. The overall geometric size of the filter, including the unit cell structure, is illustrated in Fig.1 (b) and (c). The denotation as well as their physical dimension of each part of the filter are listed in Table 1 for convince.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. ENGINEMODE ANALYSIS
As well known, one of the great advantages of spoof surface plasmonic structure is that its dispersive properties depend entirely on its structural parameters, therefore, engineering the structural dependent dispersion characteristics is very important for the subsequent waveguide design. In the present structure, the corrugated metal with mirrorly oriented complimentary circle slots is printed on a Rogers RO4360 dielectric substrate with the thickness of 0.508 mm, the permittivity ε r of 6.15 and the loss tangent of 0.007 at microwave frequencies. The metal is chosen as annealed copper with film thickness of 0.018 mm. The thickness of the dielectric substrate and the copper film corresponds to 169/10000 and 6/10000 of the EM wavelength in free space at 10 GHz respectively. Fig. 1 (b) shows a schematic picture of the envisioned structure of the proposed filtering structure. Fig. 1 (c) depicts the corrugated metallic unit cell is composed of symmetrically oriented complimentary circle slots, where the radius and period of the circle slot are denoted as r and p, respectively. The geometrical parameters of the middle metal strip is Table 1 ). h and the gap between middle strip and ground (with width w) is g. All the simulation parameters of each part of the unit cell are listed in Table 1 with the parameter Z = 0 mm, DR radius rr = 5mm and DR height being 5 mm. To verify the above designing theory, all the numerical simulations have been carried out by the commercial software, CST Microwave Studio. As can be seen from the dispersion and E-filed distribution characteristics of the proposed artificial plasmonic structure illustrated in Fig.1(d) and (e) respectively, the designed complimentary circle slots possess two basic resonant modes, namely the odd mode and the even mode, or the bonding mode and antibonding mode respectively. The even mode has a slightly higher cutoff frequency than that of the odd mode, which corresponds quite well with the previous study [29] . As exhibited in Fig. 1(f) , the dispersion curve deviates quickly from light line as the wave vector increases and the equivalent cutoff plasmonic frequency resembles the behavior that originally happen in optical frequencies of the natural SPPs, which will result in a smaller propagating wavelength and a tighter electric field confinement of the EM wave at gigahertz frequency. Also, we notice that for the DR loaded SSPPs unit cell, the behavior of the dispersion curve deflects more quickly than that without DR loading, where the even and odd asymptotic frequency of the DR loaded unit cell are 1.91 GHz and 1.89 GHz respectively, while the corresponding cutoff frequency without the DR loaded unit cell are 2.75 GHz and 2.65 GHz respectively. And the equivalent cutoff plasmonic frequency of the DR loaded unit cell can be flexibly controlled by the DR geometry as well as its dielectric properties.
In order to reveal this phenomenon, we establish an accurate circuit model for direct insight into the physical mechanism. The equivalent circuit for a DR loaded unit cell is exhibited in Fig.2 (a) . It can be viewed as composed of two sections, a TL for the fundamental SSPPs waveguide and a LC resonator section for the resonating DR with the equivalent capacitance C r and inductance L r . The surface plasmonic mode represented by a seires branch of the SSPPs TL can be efficiently coupled to the dielectric resonant mode through magnetic field, which is represented by a mutual inductance L m . The SSPPs TL can be described by utilizing a series inductance L 0 and the shunt resonant branch with capacitance C c and inductance L c . The resonant frequency of the shunt SSPPs branch ω c corresponds to the cutoff frequency of the enginemode in SSPPs unit cell without DR loading. Since the DR couples to the series branch of the SSPPs waveguide with the mutual inductance L m , the estimated effective inductance L eff for the series branch of the total TL can be described in Fig.2 (b) . The effective value can be calculated using the following formula.
As can be seen, the total input impedance Z T of the Fig. 2 (a) can be expressed as:
where Zc means the impedance of the shunt branch and
When the imaginary part of Z T = 0, the circuit will be under resonance, therefore, we can deduce the resonant frequency of the circuit ω 0 as: where
, ω 2 r = 1 L r C r ω c represents the SSPPs cutoff frequency, ω r is the dielectric resonant frequency and
L 0 L r where k is the mutual coupling coefficient and its value is between 0 and unit.
From (1) and (2), the relationship between the effective inductance of the total TL L eff and the working frequency ω of the circuit can be described by Fig. 3 . Considering a cylindrical DR with relative permittivity of 25.66 and with dimensions of D×hh as in the present case, the nomalized resonance frequency k 0 D of the lowest hybrid HEM 11 mode for dielectric can be estimated from the empirical equation as [30] :
where, k 0 is the vacuum wave vector, D is the diameter of the DR and D=2×rr, x=rr/hh and ε r is the relative permittivity. Although this result is related to a DR isolated in free space, it can still be an approximation for the present unit cell structure. Thus, the dielectric resonant frequency f r (f r = 30k 0 D/2πD(cm)) of the hybrid HEM 11 mode can be estimated to be 3.69 GHz. Then, in a first thought, since the cutoff frequency of the basic mode is always lower than the dielectric resonant frequency f r (refer to Fig. 1(f) ), the asymptotic frequency of the SSPPs unit cell should be increased with the DR loading. However, Fig. 1(f) clearly exhibits the contrary: the equivalent cutoff plasmonic frequency becomes much lower with the DR loading. This behavior can be rationalized when considering Eq.(2) and Fig. 3 . As the working frequency increases within the range of ω < ω r , L eff becomes increasing, meanwhile the other parameters in Eq.(2) remains the same as that without DR loading. Thus, the resonant frequency ω 0 , corresponding to the cutoff frequency in Fig. 1(f) , will actually be reduced instead of increased due to the DR loading.
B. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL PARAMETER ON THE SCATTERING PROPERTIES OF FILTERING
Since it has been illustrated how the bands of the DR loaded SSPPs can be engineered, we consequently fabricated a SSPPs TL to tailor the guiding properties at microwave region. The simulation parameters of the each part of the TL (see Fig. 1(b) ) are listed in Table 1 . The filtering properties can be adjusted by the parameter of each part of the plasmonic structure, which will be discussed in following part. To distinctly reveal the parameter performance on the filtering properties, in each time, only one parameter will be modified while other parameters are fixed as listed in Table 1 .
The waveguide has been excited using an input port with a broadband Gause pulse and multiple calculations with adaptive mesh refinement ensures well-converged simulation results.
The simulated S parameters varies with height Z as well as the interdistance x are illustrated in Fig. 4 . It is obviously seen that the scattering curves can be effectively regulated by both of the two parameters. The −3dB cutoff frequency of the plasmonic TL is similar as the asymptotic frequency of the corresponding eigenmode in the unit cell calculation. For example, the −3dB pass band in z=0 sample is from 0 to 1.96 GHz, while the asymptotic frequency of the even mode of the DR loaded unit cell is 1.91 GHz in terms of the eigenmode calculation, which manifests a good consistency between them. As for frequency larger than the asymptotic frequency, SSPPs signals will be scattered at the input port rather than propagating along the waveguide.
As the distance Z increases from 0 mm to 0.4 mm, the −3dB bandwidth increases correspondingly from 1.96 GHz to 2.42 GHz with a changing rate of 23.5% and the reflection loss being less than −12.1 dB when the DR radius is 5mm and its height is 5 mm. However, the increasing trend seems saturated when Z value increases to 0.3mm, with further increase of Z value, no obvious bandwidth expansion can be observed. The similar regulation also happens in Fig. 4 (c) and (d) , where the interdistance parameter x between the two face-to-face edge of the DR is utilized to adjust the bandwidth of the filter. As x value increases from 1 mm to 21 mm, the −3dB bandwidth can vary correspondingly from 1.45 GHz to 2.52 GHz, changing by a rate of 73.8%, a much larger scale than that in varying parameter Z. Table 1 with DR radius rr = 5mm and DR height being 5 mm. VOLUME 8, 2020 Nevertheless, it is worthy to notice that the bandwidth increase is not a linear relationship with the Z value nor the x value. For example, there is an abrupt expansion of bandwidth within the small range of Z value from 0.23mm to 0.24mm.
This abrupt increase might be caused by the variation of the resonant mode of the DR since the dispersion and mode profile are primarily determined by the DR geometry. In order to get insight into this phenomenon more detaily, we analyze the resonant mode pattern at the transmission zero point of the plasmonic TL in the cross section of XOY (at half height of the DR) plane, YOZ plane and XOZ plane of the loaded DR in the vicinity of three Z values of 0.20mm, 0.23mm and 0.24mm. The results of the resonant mode patterns are illustrated in Fig.5 , where the color of the arrow indicates the magnitude of the electric field, while the direction of the arrow indicates the orientation of the electric field. As can be seen, the E field distribution of resonant mode at Z=0.20 mm is similar to that of Z=0.23 mm all in XOY plane, YOZ plane and XOZ plane of the loaded DR, where most of the electric field energy is concentrated inside the DR and the energy distribution along the three planes is quite even. This is because the field enhancement based on the high permittivity of the DR (ε r = 25.66) is much large compared with the surrounding medium (ε r = 6.15 for the substrate).
Meanwhile, for Z=0.24 mm situation, these patterns become significantly different, where the E field energy distributed mostly between the bottom plane of the DR and the substrate, which might be due to the decreased energy coupling between them with the increasing apart distance. Thus, the electric energy penetrating into the DR becomes less. Also, the E field distribution becomes uneven inside the DR, where the energy in the face-to-face side of the DR pair is larger than that of the opposite side, which reveals itself working in a hybrid EM resonant mode. Therefore, the transmission zero has a obvious leap due to the upheaval of the resonate modes between Z=0.23 mm and Z=0.24 mm.
The scattering properties of the DR loaded microwave waveguide varies as the height and the radius of the DR are illustrated in Fig.6 . As expected, the bandwidth decreases both as the increase of the height and the radius of the dielectric rod. This is because the resonant frequency of dielectric resonator decreases as the increase of DR height or radius which can be deduced from Eq. (3), moreover, the larger size of DR will concentrate more field energy inside itself due to its large permittivity, which means the coupling coefficient k or the mutual inductance L m increases according to Fig. (2) . Therefore, the −3dB cutoff frequency of the plasmonic TL as well as the frequency of the transmission zero will be decreased according to Eq. (2). Also, we notice that the decreasing trend is not a linearly relationship with the height, nor with the radius, which could be also caused by the similar reason as that mentioned in Fig.5 . The resonant mode fluctuates due to the different height or radius of the dielectric rod. In the whole pass band the reflection is less than −10dB and the transmission curve is flat with ripples of less than 1.5dB, which means the momentum and impedance matching is actually improved by the conversion of the transition section. However, It is worthy noticing that when the DR radius rr > 5 mm, the reflection curve becomes deteriorated in the pass band which means the momentum becomes mismatch in this range. Table 1 with Z = 0 mm, x = 4.26 mm, hh = 5 mm and rr = 5mm.
Usually, there is a well-known trade-off between field confinement and propagation loss in plasmonic waveguide. The present DR loaded SSPPs waveguide benefits from steep stopband edge due to stronger field confinement, therefore, it might be lossy. However in the whole pass band frequency, the S 21 parameters are rarely adjusted by the geometrical parameters of the DR, which means the transmission loss caused by the DR is quite low.
Also, the scattering properties of the DR loaded filtering structure can be tuned by the dielectric properties of the DR, as illustrated in Fig.7 . When the permittivity Er increases, the bandwidth can be adjusted almost linearly and the reflection as well as the transmission in the pass band is rarely influenced by the permittivity of the DR, which will be great advantage in industry application for precise tuning bandwidth properties at low cost.
C. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE FILTERING PROPERTIES OF DR LOADED STRCTURE
Based on the design principle and the numerical simulation results, we experimentally exhibit the filtering properties for the DR loaded SSPPs waveguide structure. The S-parameter of the synthesized waveguide was measured by Agilent vector network analyzer (VNA, AV3672B). The measured and simulated results of the S-parameters, including the reflection coefficients S 11 and transmission coefficients S 21 , are illustrated in Fig. 8 . As can be observed, the measured S scattering curves corresponds well with the simulated ones. The measured reflection coefficient S 11 , in the whole −3dB pass band from 0 GHz to 2.04 GHz, is less than −10 dB, meanwhile in the simulation curve, the reflection coefficient S 11 of the pass band is less than −12.1 dB, especially when the pass band is within the range of 0.4 GHz to 1.61 GHz, S 11 reflection is less than −20 dB, manifesting the good impedance and momentum matching behavior from the coplanar waveguide to the SSPPs waveguide through the presented tapering structure. The deteriorated measured curve can be ascribed to the impedance mismatch at the two welding points for signal input and output, which increases the scattering of EM field. The transmission coefficient S 21 is high with the smallest insertion loss being 0.45 dB in the measurement curve and it possesses good frequency-selective properties, which is companied by transmission zeros at 2.50 GHz (simulated) and 2.64 GHz (measured), improving the suppression of the upper-frequency interference.
The tuning effect of the DR loaded plasmonic waveguide with parameter Z as well as the inter-distance x of the two DRs is exhibited in Fig. 9 . The variation of parameter Z is realized through elevating the DRs by filling a foam with the thickness of Z mm and the permittivity close to air under the DRs. As can be seen, with the thickness of the foam Z increasing from 0 mm to 0.2 mm, the bandwidth can be directly tuned from 2.04 GHz to 2.61 GHz, while the intraband transimission and reflection properties are rarely influenced, similar to the prediction of the simulation illustrated in Fig. 4 , which realizes a tuning effect for the plasmonic waveguide.
Also, the bandwidth can be effectively regulated by the inter-distance x of the two DRs. With the increase of the inter-distance x from 1 mm to 11.2 mm, the bandwidth nonlinearly increases from 1.85 GHz to 2.56 GHz. However, when x < 1.0 mm, the intraband ripple and the reflection properties are deteriorated, which might be due to the strong coupling between the two DRs, causing the mode mismatch with the SSPPs TL. The S parameters vary with inter-distance value of the two DRs also provides a flexible tuning method for the plasmonic TL.
To get a direct physical insight into the mode matching transition, the properties of field propagation as well as the confinement effect on the DR loaded SSPPs waveguide, we performed full-wave simulations using CST Microwave Studio. Also, we carried out the near-field mapping based on the near-field scanner NFS001 system, which was placed in a microwave anechoic chamber to avoid interferential EM signals. The near-field scanner is composed of a 50 coaxial connector interfaced with one port of the plasmonic TL as the excitation, an impedance matching device connected to the other port of the TL and a monopole antenna installed in the planar platform as the detector. The monopole detector can precisely move in the xoy plane under the control of a stepper motor and it was fixed at 2.5 mm above the backside of the plasmonic surface to detect the vertical component, the Ez component of the electric fields. Figure 10 demonstrates the energy flows (on a dB scale) toward x direction on the xoy plane that is 2.5 mm above the backside of the plasmonic surface. We monitored and measured two different frequencies at 1 GHz and 3 GHz for the sample, where the former frequency is within the pass band, while the latter is in the rejection band. The results verify that the measured and simulated EM fields correspond well with each other, both in magnitude and distribution size. It is obviously evidenced the quasi TEM mode in CPW waveguide is smoothly converted to the SSPPs mode with low reflection. The even mode has been excited in the present coplanar waveguide port and the EM energy is tightly confined in deep subwavelength scale around the plasmonic waveguide. The SSPPs mode propagates with little reflection and low absorption and radiation loss in the pass band. Also, due to the transverse magnetic behavior of the eigenmodes in the present case, the significant Ex component is also existed on the plasmonic waveguide.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present paper, we have proposed and investigated a DR loaded plasmonic waveguide with adjustable bandwidth. The waveguide can work in GHz range and is composed of a pair of high permittivity DR ceramic and periodically arranged circle-shaped slots. Dispersion relations for waveguides with and without DR loading are discussed. An equivalent circuit model for the DR loaded SSPPs unit cell has been proposed for revealing the decreased cutoff frequency with DR loading in the dispersion property, which reveals that the increased effective inductance L eff of the total TL is responsible for the phenomenon.
The DR provides a transmission zero out of the pass band and regulates the bandwidth flexibly, which can be adjusted by the dielectric properties as well as geometry parameters of the DR. Especially, the bandwidth can be tuned by the interdistance between the two DRs as well as the distance between the solid DR and the SSPPs substrate, which provides controllable approaches for bandwidth. In addition, the adjustable filtering properties is detaily examed by the experimental measurements, which indicates a good correspondence with the simulation results. The plasmonic structure with the controllable bandwidth has paved a solid avenue for the great potential applications in the coming 5G microwave communication.
